# "ASOSU 2013 Primary Election"
# "1. President & Vice President"
# Ballot file generated on 2013-04-14 22:09:17

# 42 candidates are standing for one vacancy, including write-in candidates. # Votes are listed below.

"Mohamed Elgarguri" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Blake Viena /Nina Nguyen" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Charles Barkley" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Saul Boulanger" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Christian Nishioka Chad Pollock" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Mousa Diabat / Drew Bennett" - 141 votes

"Mohamed Elgarguri" - 8 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Mohammed elgarguri" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Mohamad Elgarguri " - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Mohamed Elgarguri / Emily van Bronkhorst" - 271 votes

"Alharbi Hanan" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Amelia/Dan Harris/Cushing" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Nick-olas, Ross Holcomb, Holcomb" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Dwight Holland" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Lexie Merrill / Jacob Vandever" - 354 votes

"Nick Rosoff / Joyce Contreras" - 298 votes

"Nick Rosoff Joyce Contreras" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Robb Melcher Kevin Macmillan" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Aaron Kratzer" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Aaron, Harsukh Kratzer, Singh" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)
"Jackson Lile" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Jeff/Nolan Lulay/Smith" - 0 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Nick Martinez" - 0 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Don Iler Megan Campbell" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Your Mother" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Nolan Nichols " - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Nolan Nichols " - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Jeff Lulay / Nolan Smith " - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Barack Obama" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Jackson Lile / Robert Ohanesian" - 407 votes

"Nick rosoff" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Brendan Sanders" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Harsukh Singh" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Josh Smith" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Twilight Sparkle" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Kermit The Frog" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Fuck This" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"William Thompson" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"T. Brett Deedon / Victoria Redman" - 513 votes

"Jordan Vrvilo" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"D Wiggity" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Michael Woffendin" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"{Total Abstentions}" - 80 abstentions

# This marks the end of votes.